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the Origins, Consequences & Overcoming of the Void 

 
 

Or: How the biological function of death combines with the historical derangement of complex                           
human instincts to generate bio-psychological incoherence which manifests as unthinkable                   
thoughts, self-thwarting emotions, self-destructive behaviours & anti-developmental culture               
and how each emergent phase of human sophistication has produced its own ultimately                         
inadequately solutions for the avoidance of this condition which tend to perpetuate it and how                             
the emergence of the overt nihilistic spirit puts us at a transitional threshold whereby we can                               
finally address the problem by assimilating it and moving forward personally and culturally                         
with projects to intentionally harmonize our instincts, overcome the self-destruction inducing                     
clench which responds to the “void of being” and contribute to the formation of a                             
post-nihilistic planetary civilization. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
   



1. The Birth of Death 
 
 
Life created death. 
 
Simple organisms, in the early dawn of our planet, did not need to perish. “Death” evolved. It 
was, in a sense, invented by Life to produce more turnover. We eliminate old organisms in 
order to experiment with new generations.  
 
This is a standard scientific theory that jives nicely with certain famous philosophies. Sigmund 
Freud said that the human psyche cannot be understood without both a life-drive (eros) and 
death-drive (thanatos). Modern cellular biologists agree -- all cells are suicidal. “Apoptosis” 
names the fact that living cells are programmed to self-destruct. They only stay alive if their 
family, neighbors and authorities encourage them to keep living.  
 
This is very practical.  
 
If you are not flourishing then Nature wants you to dissolve and decay. Come apart quickly so 
we can recycle your bits into healthier organisms. Death is natural. And we find suicides 
periodically among people, among animals, and even (apparently) among societies. 
Self-destruction is uncomfortable, but not a surprise.  
 
Life does not want to “survive”. It does not even know what survival looks like -- it has no 
external eye with which to observe itself. Instead it wants to feel the sensations of thriving. To 
achieve this makes adaptive use of a benevolent balance of survival & death. Your skin, for 
example, stays healthy by constantly dying and being born.  
 
But this balance is not always stable. We can become imbalanced by environmental distress, 
emotional disconnection, physical toxicity and psychological misalignment. Then our organism 
fixates on survival and wobbles toward death. We begin to subconsciously self-destruct in may 
large or small, slow and fast methods. Our “choices” start to lean toward self-nullification -- 
even if we fight against these tendencies in ourselves. 
 
 
 
2. Masters & Slaves 
 
 
Animals are quite beautiful.  
 
We rejoice to behold the cutest mammals and also the most dangerous monsters. It is both 
meditative and edifying to contemplate how well all the creatures usually fit into their natural 
niche. The most functional and the most flamboyant styles of integration among the diverse 



parts of the bodies of the divers species is truly delightful.  
 
Every bear really bears; every snake is soooooooo snakish! 
 
Halfway between these animal bodies and our sensitized human guesses about their probable 
subjectivity lies the concept: “instincts”. Partly physical, partly psychological. They bridge the 
inside and the outside of creatures. 
 
When we are pleased to perceive that apparent naturalness of the beasts we are inspecting 
and projecting upon the evolutionarily organized harmony of many instincts. Every organism is 
luminous when we regard the mysterious beauty which flexibly packages together their drives, 
desires, intelligences & impulses.  
 
And the early humanimals were similarly well-put together. We fit. Like every other creature 
(“eve” in old Hebrew) humanity (adam) was adaptively secured in the garden (eden) of Nature. 
But eventually it got more complicated...  
 
We got more complicated.  
 
Our omnivorous dietary experiments filled us with strange nutrients and even psychedelic 
plants. We migrated madly into odd ecosystems and proceeded to perplexed each other with 
strange tools and even stranger symbolic utterances. The things we made immediately began 
to remake us in their own image. Our basic biological plasticity worked hard to make reliable 
new simplicity out of this increasing complexity. At first the pace was slow. Over millions of 
years we could take possession of take deep creative possession of all those new feelings and 
impulses. But the tempo was quickening. 
 
Culture was mutated fast and furiously. Well-organized bio-psychology struggled to keep pace. 
And all the time we got slammed with diseases, natural disasters, climate change, simple 
survival mistakes and an emergent, escalating cycle of war, trauma & abuse.  
Yikes. 
 
Some got lucky. People and peoples were still born gracefully with an excess of good 
construction. Excellent specimens exhibiting easy strength, insightful strategies, and confident 
boldness. But others were not so lucky. Their circumstances conspired to breed them 
relatively disorganized, depressive, petty, clumsy, insensitive & easily exhausted. 
 
Predictably, the dangerous humanimals with the coherent instincts usually engaged and 
prevailed over the wishes of less dangerous humanimals with poorer internal integration. 
 
Conquerors conquered and felt divinely transfigured -- “spiritually exalted” -- by the 
consciousness of victory. The conquered, conversely, were notably disheartened and 
traumatized. They were treated as objectionable and subjected to unnatural experiences of 



victimization: murder, vitriol, organized rape, slavery, sanctioned brutality, oppressed lives. An 
enforced logic of expendability. 
 
Here’s where suicide comes in. The cells, brains and hearts of these early people partially give 
up on life. Oppression begets depression. Confinement creates frustration. Poor diet leads to 
addiction and inflammation and non-nutritional desiring. Self-images are broken and 
well-being is squandered. Those who are not totally destroyed are forced to adapt to lives of 
service, secrecy, flattery and self-loathing. Already complex sets of human instincts are 
jangled, stressed and set against each other.  
 
This cannot last.  
 
Any chieftain’s son may be born a nitwit-weakling as surely as any slave’s daughter may rise -- 
fierce, strong and clever.  Slave rebellions are inevitable. And they are only made easier by the 
naive confidence of “masters”.  
 
 
 
3. The Ideas of Deranged Instincts 
 
Slavery and oppression are just two more factors which exacerbate the derangement of 
human instincts. More complex beings are increasingly more difficult to stabilize and 
harmonize into a radiant individuality.  
  
Most people, whether their ancestors were masters or slaves or neither, end up living in 
societies which are characterized by implicit and explicit symbols of the unhappy 
discoordination of “bio-psychological energies”. 
 
The basic experiences of good health include peak experiences, frequent satisfaction and 
extended growth phases. A general personal and cultural fullness expresses a surplus inner 
coherence which is greater than the sum of its parts. These are experiences which, for many 
reasons, and in many degrees, are lacking among the masses of people as culture develops 
through emergent phases. 
 
This lack is felt deeply, subconsciously.  
 
Absence haunts the living beings. Thwart is perceived as the basic condition of embodiment. 
Pleasure and function seem inadequate and suspicious. Unnaturalness blossoms. Neediness 
agitates within the organism. It whispers excitedly to our self-destruction impulses. A terrible 
dark partnership grows between natural suicide and nurtured instability. 
 

Nihilism: the partial anti-being agenda of beings.  
 



In the physical body this lack of instinct-harmonization and its side-effects are translated into 
an amplified appetite for low-nutrient and toxic foods (self-destruction) and a compulsion for 
quick satisfaction foods (consolation prizes).  
 
Not everyone will be a physical genius but we all should demonstrate basic animal intelligence 
about our activities. Do most people continue naturally to grow and deepened their breathing 
and walking stills throughout life? Is the body not directing feeling into its limbs and shine into 
its eyes? Does it know how to undulate, bounce, deke, roll, climb, run, jump, spin, wiggle, move 
different parts in different rhythms at the same time? 
 
At the emotional level, this abyss of interferences translates into feeling against our feelings.  
 
Normal, diverse and vivifying intensities of embodied emotion are now experienced as 
intolerable. Dangerous. Immoral. The heart tries to reestablish coherence by suppressing and 
minimizing certain ranges of feeling. It reactively attempts to replace them with narrow ranges 
of idealized emotion -- such as “simplicity” and “purity” and “loyalty” and “niceness”. And it 
lapses into the moods which are symptomatic of and countermeasures to embodied 
dissatisfaction experienced as emotion. These also include the standard disturbed 
feeling-patterns still exhibited by human beings today:  frustrated outbursts, anhedonia, 
depression, dysfunctional self-doubt, vindictiveness, exaggerated prejudice, life-despair, 
painful longing, chips-on-shouders, etc 
 
In social life this extends itself as futile resistance toward the lively and perturbing aspects of 
mutually nourishing intimacy. It also may exhibit as a tendency to institutionalize the refusal 
of useful information or pragmatically unjustified surges toward “excluding and attacking” 
whole chunks of the population -- one’s own population. The thing one should not forget 
about the people who went to the Nazi gas chambers or had to flee the persecution of artists 
and scientists is that they were, at least technically speaking, mostly Germans. To begin 
dismantling the thriving and deepening aspects of your own culture is to seek self-nullification 
en masse.  
 
Today we speak of “death by cop” and “voting against their own interests”. These are terms 
indicating social habits which may readily be diagnosed as symptoms of the perverse drive 
toward non-being. The patterns of self-elimination at the the level of culture. Decadent 
threads in the hive. And not the good kind of decadence! 
 
Generally speaking we see a desire to fix the culture by minimizing or “purifying” (as they call 
it) the degree of diversity, unforced contentment and vitality. 
 
Why did the old Chinese Army attack the Buddhist temples of Tibet? Why did the Soviets 
persecute sufis in Afghanistan? Why do distressed fundamentalist Muslims still engage in 
murderous assaults on things like education, women’s well-being & Sufi Temples? Destructive 
social attempts. 



 
This lack also appears in the human intellect.  
 
How does it appear in our thinking? It opposes the functional of thinking. It has a curious 
penchant for anti-thinking.  
 
One symptom is a grumbling revolt against using abstract systems. Another symptom is a 
displeasure or uncanny blandness in the face of making subtler distinctions. Most dramatically 
-- since it has been elevated by the practice of Philosophy -- is an uncannily easy embrace of 
impossible ideas. 
 
Not only do these people fancy that they can think what is logically impossible -- it is their 
right! -- but they also honor and esteem these thoughts about all others. It is the voluntary 
degeneration of thought.  
 
The ultimate & best things must be: irrational, unreal, insubstantial, timeless, spaceless, 
empty, infinitely pure and beyond-everything-that-exists. 
 
Nonbeing is thought as (a) real being, and (b) the supreme form of being. 
 
Cognitive nihilism haunts individuals and cultures in many forms and degrees and mixtures.  
 
In all these modes we find Anti-life (aided by the naturalness of death). She pervades the lives 
of those whose instincts are relatively deranged, somewhat regressive and inadequately 
coherent. They become NIHILISTS.  
 
We are these nihilists too. It is unlikely your lineage has come through unscathed by a plague 
which has bathed the whole world for millions of years. 
 
To survive and heal and improve, we will need to find some method of handling this false void 
and our “jangled nerves”.   
 
We need to seal the breach. 
 
Or bridge the rift. 
 
 
 
4. The Obviousness of Things 
 
They used to say to naive British brides about to be uncomfortably deflowered by their new 
grooms: “Just lie back and think of England”.  
 



No mutually pleasurable, flexible or integrated lovemaking is expected. This advice exists only 
for a culture of depraved animals. Their depravity requires them to partly shut themselves 
down. They are ready to suffer from a dull simplicity. Resignation.  
 
It just is what it is. 
 
No finer statement exists if we wish to succinctly describe both our deepest human wisdom 
and our most primitive decadence. A healthy mystic may enjoy a fine feast of beingness by 
accepting Reality -- as it is. Yet we objectify ourselves and make ourselves objectionable when 
we subject our subjectivity to the uninspected dominion of “apparent objects”. We become 
gullible gapers. Our gaze narrows and finds a clunky, chunky world deprived of its natural 
animal fluidity.  
 
Our world becomes a place of dull identification, predictable preferences and insensitive 
reactions which are functional only if we ignore most of their consequences for ourselves and 
our loved ones.  
 
Basically we buy into the idealism of being a Realist.  
 
We ignore all skepticism about our perceptions. We exert psychological stress in order to insist 
that things just ARE what they seem to be. The natural mystery of hidden identities is rejected 
because it reminds us of the abyss of our incoherent experience.  
 
We are hostile, deaf or dismissive toward any emotions which involve imagination, delicate 
reasoning, making subtle distinctions, holding out for quality. Nuance is aggressively opposed. 
Even simple forms of abstract thought seem dangerous.  
 
I treat myself and others like inorganic objects whether this works out well for us or not. The 
capacity to ignore troubling possibilities and hunker down inside our bodies expresses a 
peculiar indifference toward the quality of outcomes for living creatures.  
 
Even early “humanimals” who possess very little cultural sophistication are capable of 
excluding the liveliness, pleasure, fluidity and sensitivity of life from their sensual experience. 
They turn upon themselves in order to turn against the void. The body detects itself as sick and 
attacks itself.  
 
These dawn hominids still shamble in the streets of cosmopolitan cities. We see them almost 
thoughtless, clothed in unwashed hides, surviving outdoors, sleeping in any small cave-like 
space, roaming, pecking, carrying, gravitating toward any reliable source of food and 
intoxication. That is all normal. We are inhumane not to provide areas for people to live well 
with such a consciousness. But healthy humanimals are not self-destructive, mean-spirited, 
rigid and gullible in the face of their simplest sensory information.  
A normal brain has room for perceptual skepticism and subtlety about its feelings. This is what 



permits spiritual and cultural evolution. Nonskepticism tries to cover the void. It tries to clog 
that hole with heavy chunks. 
 
 
5. The Obedient 
 
The excessive foreclosure of the unpredictable and flowing non-obviousness of things is a very 
primitive response.  
 
It is so simple that it fails often. Our incoherence of the instincts is not rectified. Contracted 
experience reinforces that sense of thwarted living which agitates the self-destructive trend 
within the organism.  
 
So when people emerge into our next historical phase of culture we are still suffering from 
nihilism.  
 
As “aboriginal” or “indigenous” clans we find a new set of skills. These can be deployed against 
the void. We learn the arts of storytelling, asking the elders, inventing lore, making magical art 
and governing ourselves with animistic superstition. Very notably these are skills of obedience.  
 
The young heed the elders and adapt. Clans stick mostly to their magical safe zones. We eat 
what the lore suggests. Perhaps we fall paralyzed to the ground if we profane a taboo 
boundary. These can be healthy or unhealthy skills.  
 
Fetishism is not just primitive but also pathological. The compulsive neurotic reminds us of the 
archaic man -- but only in some respects. It is not normal to relinquish our physical well-being 
and vital intelligence. It is not natural to obey those who seem unhealthy and imbalanced. 
Animal bodies should be able to discern toxic food effects even if the elders say it is good 
food. Aboriginals in robust cultures with good sets of instincts look one way; aboriginals in 
depraved cultures with interfering instincts look another way.  
 
Both are obedient.  
 
Today we might imagine the pathetic obedience of the downtrodden worker in a gulag or 
harsh old factory.  Not even taking opportunities to escape or improve. Something deep inside 
suggesting that obedience to distressing magical signs and unreliable overseers will still 
guarantee the promised sense of clan connection whose absence is painfully felt. 
 
 
6. Demi-Gods & Death-Heroes 
 
The void leaks out. People evolve into barbarians. They are villagers, metal-workers, raiders & 
traders. It is the custom of barbarian tribes to believe that threats, self-trumpeting and all 



kinds of emotional-musculature outbursts are the appropriate way to organize society. The 
pack-boss, raving mother-in-law & chanting pre-game warriors are confident in the power of 
assertion. Outbursts overcome aboriginal taboo. Outbursts defeat chaos, overcome beasts 
and claim the universe for heroic villagers.  
 
But consider the Spartans. These great warriors and strong women lived in a society which 
attacked and killed its own children, made daily life into a routine of deprivation and mutual 
abuse, believed in all kinds of unhelpful superstitions and in the end they ensured their 
submission to the Persians by sending their 300 very best leaders and fighters to a certain 
death at the Hot Gates (thermopylae).  
 
They were barbaric heroes -- but their heroism consisted of suicide and endangerment of the 
community. Heroes of death. Not too different from the “suicide bomber” or “gun-waving 
school shooter” who ensures pain, community misery and personal destruction by means of 
their warrior’s assertions. Their strength is not empowering.  
 
Their gesture comes from a suffering.  Where did that unpleasant chaos come from which the 
hero is trying to overcome? 
 
We are fortunate today to understand that many “claims and demonstrations of strength” are 
signs precisely of weakness, ill-health, inferiority feelings and unhappiness. 
 
 
7. The Dying God 
 
The void is not timid. It does flee from the shouting chief or tremble at the righteous 
tongue-lashing of the exacerbated midwife. Barbarians cannot ultimately overpower their 
fundamental anxiety about powerlessness (disharmony).  
 
As the hairy villager-raiders mutate into role-playing rural and urban citizens of city-state 
kingdoms, there remains an unexorcised spectre of nonbeing.  So it will be addressed again 
with our new tools and via our new temperament.  
 
The Great Kingdoms use great force to subjugate barbarian bands. The State and the Law 
(usually featuring an “autarch” as the symbolic frontman for the hereditary oligarchs) must put 
the hordes in their place. Old totems must topple. Recalcitrant subcultures are targeted for 
persecution. A tremendous coldness is needed in order to violate the “naturalism” of rural life 
and subordinate it to the alien principles and over-symbols of the Great City.  
 
Even today we sympathize very readily with the frustration of “regular folk” when their 
life-world and habits are oppressed by professionals, urban fads & bureaucratic controls. It is 
difficult to produce a happy kingdom.  Most attempts go astray. This only adds to the stress 
and inner complication of human beings. Consequently the so-called Great Nations become 



full of broken barbarians, manic-depressives, perverts & nihilists of all kinds.  
 
A smog of indulgence, institutionalized abuse and official “dens of iniquity” appear. Caste 
systems arise to protect the resource-controllers, to manage the scale of daily affairs and to 
officiate against people who are “less well put together”. An ongoing war exists to make 
everything uniform, official and homogenous in its service to patriotic symbolism. 
 
Troubling populations -- whether unhealthy or merely unconventional -- are now Officially 
Bad. And the same goes for unhealthy and unconventional states of being. In effect, the void is 
legislated out of existence. Ingenious. 
 
These new Mythic-Membership Nihilists attempt to OFFICIALLY DECLARE that non-existential 
space (i.e. “before, after & around” reality) is completely occupied by the supreme state 
symbols.  A Divine Monarch is decreed. He occupies all Unreality. The void is sealed with a 
crown. 
 
And we know this is true because it is written in the Lawbook! The only problem with official 
laws is that people constantly express them as both stressful and as contraindicated by the 
affairs of daily life.  
 
What does it say in the Lawbook?  
 
This is the question that creates lawyers. And while it is quite healthy for a mythic people to 
create themselves and glorify their own type by personifying the Divine in their own image -- it 
is not healthy for this personification to: 
  
(a) exist before, after and outside reality as its “creator”  
(b) exhibit the qualities of angry, rule-obsessed patriarchal dominator  
(c) treat the pagan host of life as the enemy of its “magic book” 
 
A healthy living Kingdom must be dogmatic, legalistic and oppressive in certain respects. But 
there is no necessity for it to be anti-sensual, anti-female, anti-inclusive and monotheistic. The 
attempt to fill the void with a Single Supreme Signifier, a Giant Official Fist, is not inevitable 
and represents a contracted, rigid, imbalanced and distressed form of Kingdom living. Where 
people are less nihilism, therefore, there arise legends of the Good King or Queen -- who loves 
people of all kinds, thrives when the landscape thrives, gets on well with animals, and knows 
the rejuvenating secret of Nature. 
 
It is not a good a sign when such legends vanish. And it is a very bad sign when the solitary, 
over-aggressive, vain ONE GOD starts to appear in the official myths as “missing” or “dead” or 
“sacrificed” or “impossible to depict”. The void is returning. Anti-life starts to reappears as the 
overt characteristic of the Official Void-Filler. Not only is the void being maintained by 
pretending to fill it in legalistically but we are also raising “nonbeing” to the status of Supreme 



Value and Source of Existence.  
 
A bad sign. 
 
 
8. The Machine-Man 
 
The cult of the One God is a common perversion of Divinity. The natural mystical notion of 
excessive universal value (the “unity” of things) is easily distorted into the notion that only this 
one Lord, with this one Name, stands over and against all Reality as its sole justification. This is 
the image of a soul turned against embodiment and subsequently projected upon the universe 
at large. This contracted, pure and central Supreme Being almost always ends up having the 
attributes of Nonbeing. The mythic God IS the void by another name. Invisible, pre-ontological 
(unreal!), absent (Jesus is not in his tomb; Osiris is not on his throne), etc. 
 
The throne is mysteriously empty. The emperor has no clothes. Eventually this will be seen. 
Who will ascend to that vaunted seat? It is now the time of the Individual. 
 
Once the Great Kingdoms inscribed their high principles onto the hearts of individuals, these 
individuals became like little cultures of their own. When we are powerfully told about 
equality-before-God we start to feel equal to everyone. We learned about Great Truth and 
became truth-seekers... even at the expense of our beliefs. 
 
We obeyed the Lawbook & the Creator; we became lawyers and makers. 
 
An age of narrow rationality, machine-thinking and simple individualism starts to stand out 
from History. It is first hinted in many times and places. Then slowly it secures itself with 
philosophies, methodologies and new technologies. Among its allies are telescopes, paper 
currency, legal deeds and steam engines. These help establish the new international 
industrialism of material science, colonialism, putatively rational egotism & speculative 
debt-flows. 
 
The hereditary law of the Mythic One had failed to save us from the background insufficiency 
of our internal organization. We started to feel that would need to save ourselves. 
 
The Greeks knew about this feeling.  When their myths failed to protect them, when the 
trauma of war turned their hearty pessimism into depression, when the conflict between Law 
and instinct grew too great -- they turned to sophistry, philosophy & individualism.  Socrates 
appeared as their new hero. He is the iconic version of a man who trusts only facts, expertise 
and rational debate.  
 
Until a statement is abstractly articulated and entered into the Great Encyclopedia it has no 
value for him. He is the great and profound exemplar of shift in classical culture. This same 



shift occurred in many places and moments. It was the rise of plans & schemes. A new faith in 
top-down organization and the victory of private wealth. Argued conclusions replaced 
instinctive certainty because the instincts were unable to function properly. The complex and 
easily disturbed harmony of human “inner efforts” was not secured adequately by the Myths 
of the Kingdoms. Now all kinds of mechanical and personal substitutes arose -- money, toys, 
the good life. A new and naive trust in being sensible and positive. A simplistic faith in 
competition, nature, mechanism and system.  
 
Especially faith in the masses & in massive things. These became the modern reasons to 
ignore our nihilism. 
 
9. The Appearance of the Void 
 
It could not last. At least not for everyone.  
 
As cognitive and social complexity evolved still further, we found a new reality.  The pluralistic, 
ecological, egalitarian and constructivist sentiment arose.  Successful machines had helped us 
set our slaves free. Electricity helped us mobilize our women to force a new social partnership. 
It also destabilized our reliance on geography, paper-rules and rigid predictability. Reasoning 
and scholarship and physics extended their power until they found their own tails and bit 
them. Structures began to seem like mere examples of frozen networks. Individuals were 
incomplete, evolving, possibly non-existent.  
 
We know this world all too well. Diversity. Relativity. Foreground/background switching. Loss 
of faith in our own prejudices. Suspicion of simplistic rationality. Suspicion of human’s place in 
Nature. Anxious questions on everyone’s lips: 
 
Are we alone in the universe? 
Is the self only an epiphenomenon of the material body? 
Does sense even make sense? 
Is every perspective equally valid? 
Are any justifications justified? 
Is reality only one among many realities in a vast unreal space? 
Is there any MEANING??? 
 
Now we come to it. Nihilism has been concealed and fought since the earliest disorganized 
souls forged a culture together but the patches are failing. The rift appears. People who see 
into the spaces between possible forms of logic and culture succumb the fear that all choices 
are arbitrary, flat and inessential. The void breaks out into the open -- and speaks its own 
name. 
 
A open conversation about Nihilism comes out to play.  
 



It suddenly becomes common to hear about the “death of God”. And also about every kind of 
reaction against that notion. Trivia, narcissism, relativism and cynicism appear to depressively 
govern the world. Everywhere we see some strange momentum that seems to be driving 
humanity and the world toward collapse and oblivion.  
 
Long hidden aspects of nihilism rise like an incomprehensible monster from the bottom of of 
an ancient sea. We become afraid. We think we must either retreat into a previous “belief 
system” (regardless of the facts!) OR that we must accept the death of our hearts, the 
pointlessness of life, the utter futility of Being. 
 
We are exhort each other publically to be helpful in the face of impossible overwhelming 
crises. We expect optimism and try to force self-esteem on people. One hears that it is 
important just to “ believe in something ” -- but these things are constant reminders and hints 
about the unreliability of belief.  
 
Belief becomes a dubious word. It sounds like a poison being used as a medicine. But without 
belief... do we have anything worth living for? 
 
 
10. The Embrace of Nihilism 
 
This difficult historical moment is a kind of living boundary. An bio-cultural curtain to pass 
through -- a showdown, a bifurcation. High noon. The fork in the road.  
 
All glorious unfolding past phases of human development, each with their saints and geniuses, 
each with their healthy and unhealthy examples, have not been unable to ward off the lurking 
presence of nonbeing which is the inscription of the derangement of instincts upon the 
subliminal background of our cognition, emotion and behavior. 
 
Pessimism appears. 
 
But is that necessarily a bad thing? Have there been any periods of history or profound people 
who worked well with pessimism? Have there been any spiritually successful and healthy 
nihilists? Yes, of course. In fact our sharpened historical awareness reveals that a very 
particular kind of “relinquishment of meaning” has often been present in rising renaissances 
and great souls. Maybe we do not need to seal the breach? 
 
Maybe we could embrace and assimilate -- and ultimately traverse -- the void. Perhaps 
“nothingness” and its analogues (the God or Truth or Realm who resembles nonbeing) cannot 
even be thought? Does not even merit inclusion in our worldview? Does not even provide a 
legitimate comparison to the Real World. 
 
Does our physics really need infinite spaces and timeless time and creation-from-nothing? 



Why even bother with a materiality-vs-nonexistence dialectic?  
 
This is the critical moment.  
 
It is the switching junction on the train tracks. We have come to the end of a long route and 
must either stop here, in the middle of nowhere, or go back along the track OR else switch 
tracks. That would mean taking the track that begins in the middle of nowhere! 
 
Elsewhere I have referred to the Metaphysics of Adjacency. This means “postmetaphysical” -- 
or at least a perception of the world which both forecloses upon the thought of nonbeing AND 
rejoices in the certainty-like force of proximity, approximation, variable degrees of 
same-difference between related perspectives.  
 
The beginning, the first degree of such a thing, lies in the strength and willingness to tolerate 
the wilderness, the slip, the gap, the uncanny condition between. Attention and feeling begin 
to investigate this threshold condition -- no longer spilling past it into an imaginary  “real 
thing”, no longer seduced by the “emptiness beyond” or by whatever may be conceived to fill 
it. No longer conflating perspectives with objective reality. This tolerance and interest is the 
sign of a strength which wants to assimilate this element. To assimilate it is to make is useful. 
To examine its structure and its fullness. Not to define it as nothing or replace it with 
mythology.  
 
As one progresses it may come to seem as though we can build new structures, establish a 
psychology and society of new coherence without reacting to the void. But for now it is enough 
that the energies of life have begun to stir with an appetite to cross through the fog of 
postmodernism into the uncertain realm beyond. The first MOA is everything which permits 
and stems from the new willingness to make this journey, to embrace a philosophy without 
conceptual consolation, to explore pessimism as either the truth or the starting point of the 
new optimism, to accept -- no matter what our experiences may tell us to the contrary -- at 
least the feeling and possibility of meaningless, soulessness, pointlessness. To want to build a 
self and world that is undaunted by the background specter of non-existence. 
 
But all of these phases and possibilities are built upon the embrace of the void. Not the 
acceptance of its actual status but a refusal to be daunted by the sensations which accompany 
its possibility. It has no actual status. There is no nonbeing. Therefore there is no solution to 
nonbeing. Yet our capacity to understand this depends largely upon whether we can 
physically, emotionally and cognitively tolerate the experiential moods of nihilism which our 
historical solutions have been trying to avoid.  
 
We must be willing to be adrift on an ocean in the fog. We must be willing to have unchained 
the Earth from its Sun. To dare meaningless, plurality, pessimism and mere embodiment -- 
this is a strength upon which our healing depends. The organic forces of creative life within us 
cannot adapt and overcome the derangement of the instincts as long as we are trying to 



escape, overcome or reject the impossible sense of nonbeing.  
 
If we wish to recover our bio-cultural health and regain a good conscience about the historical 
victories and glorious possibilities of tomorrow’s humanity then we cannot do so without 
exploring and assimilating the danger.  
 
This is a philosophical transformation. But it is not merely an intellectual shift in our 
“definitions of the world”. That only plays a small part in the cultivation of a new cultural and 
personal sensibility. A post-nihilistic ethos must produce itself out of the symbols, tempos, 
artistry and peculiar creators who generate the strength and good will to engage pessimism. 
They make the possibility of trans-pessimism into a reality.  
 
Trans-pessimism and post-nihilism must locate and affirm their correlative ethos. They must 
lay hold of those agencies and methods which cultivate such a world-mood.  
The historical example of “the tragic age of Greece” as an exaggerated archetype of the 
trans-pessimistic spirituality, the Renaissance of cynics like Machiavelli and the Medicis, the 
way that the glorious 50’s and 60s in the West rose from the horrors of war and the 
complications of new technology. The dark and dangerous and highly questionable 
entertainment of the “golden age of television”. 
 
 
11. The Progressive Harmonization of Mixed Feelings 
 
Our examples are all incidents of highly mixed feelings.  
 
A feeling, a perspective, a mode of inner functioning -- these all roughly correspond to the 
instincts. Scintillating fibres of bio-cultural history which carry forward into the present and 
seek their mutual empowerment and satisfaction in the futures they seek to create. 
 
That delightful Buddhist sage Lord Whitesnake (Sri Nagarjuna) taught that “the Middle Way” 
was an essential factor for personally and socially overcoming suffering. This is not a vision of 
selecting from among our alternative instincts. Each may lead us astray. Instead we ask them 
to work together, to balance each other out. Nihilistic scholars have often translated 
Whitesnake as an exponent of “emptiness” -- but a new health demands that we transcribe his 
key term as “indiscernible” or “blended” or “super-coherent”.  
 
That equally delightful 20th century Armenian philosopher Georges Gurdjieff built his system 
of the “harmonious development of man” from two central components  
 
(a) the voluntary synchronization of heart, mind and body into a whole intelligence system  
(b) engagement in intentional cognitive dissonance as the “friction” or “heat” which exists 
when two of our tendencies or sub-personalities oppose each other. 
 



These could both be cavalierly summarized as “blending our mixed feelings”. To find 
situations, ideas and efforts which even temporarily force diverse instincts to cooperate as if 
they were one is to increase the amount of coherence among the human instincts. The same 
“quantity” of energies exist but now the “quality” associated with them is evoking something 
greater than the previous sum of the parts.  
 
Alchemy is the science of transformative mixing. This is a general way of thinking about the 
orientation which redresses the incoherence of the instincts -- following upon our capacity to 
tolerate the reality of our own nihilism. 
 
I am restored (away from nihilism) by every effort to think, feel and act in ways that treat 
contradictory instincts as if they were the same.  
 
Here is a ultra-simplistic example: I am nostalgic for childhood but I know I must live in the 
present. After pondering I decide -- whether rightly or wrongly -- that the seductive pleasures 
and pain of nostalgia provide me with the essential spice that makes the meal of my present 
life tasty. And if I were not living well I would not have the time or capacity to enjoy the 
pleasures of the past. 
 
A small and trivial matter. Yet perhaps it communicates the idea?  We must engage ourselves 
creative to make divergent instincts seem like they are mutually entangled, justifying each 
other, dependent upon each other, functional as a team.  
 
From the embrace of the concerns associated with the void we pass toward trans-pessimism 
and post-nihilism. The life-agenda of such a passage is the creative production of new 
coherence among our impulses, intuitions, facts and subpersonalities. 
 
 
12. The Un-contraction 
 
The historical cause of nihilism is the circumstantial and inherited derangement of human 
instincts. We develop mental, emotional, physical and social remedies -- but these habits often 
reinforce the very problem that they are trying to correct. We fail to evade the void. 
 
But our moment-to-moment existential situation is not historical.  
 
Our lives begin anew in each instant. We are either healing and strengthening. We are either 
deepening in the Real or regressing toward the simplified ideal. Either building coherence or 
fleeing from incoherence. We are growing more sane or less sane. And empowerment, 
well-being and gracious relationships are very sane things. 
 
Ideas of common insanity -- like  “neurosis” and “self-limitation” -- indicate a basic human 
understanding that we often make problems worse by over-reacting to complications. While it 



is true that the lack of progressive-integration-of-alternative-instincts tends to over-engage our 
imbalanced self-destruct impulses, it is also true that we stimulate our own failure drives 
simply by believing in our dissatisfaction.  
 
I am surprisingly gullible in the face of self-inflicted distress.  
 
I produce muscular and energetic fixation, accompanied by self-squeezing, which aggravates a 
disempowering discontentment. The incoherence of my instincts is locked in place by the 
apparent validity of this feeling. Although I cannot objectively justify it, although it clearly often 
is counterproductive, I still treat it as if it was valid information. I respond “as if” the 
problematic side-effects of disharmony were a simple, inevitable fact. 
 
I overreact to the “thwarted instincts” alert message; I treat noise as signal.  Therefore I 
exacerbate a reactive approach to life and lean toward self-neutralization (the natural 
organism response to the thwart signal).  
 
Why do I shy away from the sensations involved in the intersection of my contradictory 
instincts? Why do I not more naturally expand into creative acts of inner harmonization? What 
is it about the “nihilistic world” and “nihilistic self” which I am loathe to embrace? Something is 
unusually repellent in this experience. Or at least I act as though that was true. I unthinkingly 
“buy in” to the dilemma signal which accompanies such states. A signal which I am myself 
producing by a not-necessarily-justified squeezing and distorting of my organism.  
 
If I treat this signal as objectively valid and necessary then I must act in reaction to it. If it just 
happened occasionally and lead to improved outcomes that would be one thing -- but it 
happens, in various degrees, more or less constantly, and quite often leads to worse 
situations. It is neurotic. And it causes me both the lack the confidence and energy to move in 
a healthy direction and precludes my access to the basic coherence which underlies every 
living organism. 
 
As long as you are not totally annihilated you still have at least one healthy instinct -- a drive to 
be, to be happy, to be empowered. To exist even with minimal functions to have some degree 
of coherence. Even lifeless materiality has enough “inner structural integrity” to manifest as 
part of reality. So there is a ubiquitous baseline experience of coherent being which ought to 
be accessible even to the most deranged bio-cultural organism. 
 
In fact, even if your system judges itself to be totally valueless -- it still must have enough 
contact with “value-feeling” to make that comparison. 
 
So we have some possibility -- similar to that espoused by some of the great saints and yogis -- 
to disidentify with the self-contraction induced dissatisfaction signal and make a deeper 
restabilizing connection with ubiquitous minimal coherence. This is not different than learning 
what healthy means in each moment. Seeing and sensing what action is like apart from 



reaction. 
 
As soon as we missing our surplus -- not making honey -- we experience the self-squozen 
thwart signal which negotiates among the many degrees of suicide. But when we understand, 
bit by bit, that this process is somewhat arbitrary (non-necessary, non-binding, unjustified, not 
our actual feeling, not an unquestioned source of behaviour) we become available to the 
surplus of our basic validity, our root-instinct. 
 
There is an extraordinarily liberating potential for post-nihilistic culture which is associated 
with learning that our “basic error” messages are:  
 
(a) nearly constant in normal life under nihilistic civilization  
(b) self-inflicted  
(c) usually counterproductive in solving our problems  
(d) not something we have to act upon 
is extraordinarily liberating.  
 
 
12. AFTERTHOUGHT: The Integrative Spiritual Empowerment Civilization 
 
The Dionysian Cultural Revolution (DCR) is my word for post-nihilistic civilization. It is an 
orientation and a selection from among all forms of high & low culture. It may be helpful to 
partly envision such a world in order to strengthen our sympathy with it. What is such a world 
like? 
 

● Skeptical faithfulness reigns. 
● Tragic entertainment returns. 
● Metatheory, postmetaphysical spirituality & the uncanny harmony of hybrids are 

ascendant. 
 
Culture begins to forego the essence (but not necessarily the form) of earlier attempts to 
foreclose the void. Certain forms of god, soul and dogma may be fine. Since we know there is 
no void we lose our allegiance to such artifacts -- and our fear of them. They become creative 
possibilities. But of course there is a waning of the identity-assertions of both “realists” and 
“idealists”. There is an ebbing away of superstitious primitivism and the angst of barbarians. 
Both the officialized mythic Super-Being and the fantasies of strategic individualism in the 
magical math-machine of the marketplace become objects of skepticism and frequent 
relinquishment. 
 
There appears no longer to be any problematic quality associated with relationalism, 
perspectivalism, open-endedness, incompletion, meaningless, is decreased. People grow 
through the “stages” of cultural psychology more quickly and with considerably less fanfare 
and difficulty. 



 
The full complement of children’s instincts are encourage to flourish without losing a good 
conscience about our impulses to cultivate, hybridize and “creatively discipline” them. 
 
People are psychologically, artistically & intellectually at work trying to integrate their 
alternatives and blend their mixed feelings. Complexity and coherence rule together as 
“innovative simplexity”.  All traditions, even the most imperial, take on a slightly Taoist flavor. 
Deviance and harmony discover how to work together. Individual and social patterns based on 
the reaction to feelings of incompleteness and absence subside. Everyone becomes “faithful” 
without needing much “belief”.  
 
Nothing prevents people from going their own way or working more closely together. 
Sensitivity, sanity and fearlessness conspire together. Culture, thinking, art & hearts are 
constantly contaminating each other with a sense of overfull richness and excess harmony 
manifested in endlessly peculiar but mysteriously recognizable ways.  
 
Patterns anchored in psycho-emotional and historical-social stress are lessened. Individual 
and cooperative strength builds. People lose sympathy for stressful addictions and 
technological patterns which afflict us. The divide between the body and “spirit” dissolves. No 
one thinks about it much. Desperation abates. People rejoice to behold each other, as we 
rejoice to behold nature -- regardless of how different in style, nature or capacity the Other is.  
 
Blended genres, hybrid technologies, spliced concepts, evolutionary nonduality, relational 
identities, humorous seriousness and planetary bio-ethical “meta”-culture becomes implicit 
and then explicit.  
 
The understanding of un-contraction grows. The skills and orientations and philosophies 
associated with the blending of mixed feelings seep everywhere. A defanged trace of the 
non-reactive embrace of “nihilistic” ubiquitous and increasingly well-integrated in the whole 
picture of spiritually embodied human animals. 
 
 
 


